Behavior Assistant (PT)
Positive Behavior Supports Corp. is looking for Behavior Assistants to work directly with children with autism to implement behavior programs and train family members. As a Behavior Assistant, you will be working one on one with children diagnosed with autism.

LOCATION
Currently looking for individuals interested in PT in all areas of the Bay including Marin, San Francisco, Alameda, Contra Costa, San Mateo, and Santa Clara counties

JOB DESCRIPTION
- Behavior Assistants provide support and training in a variety of settings including in home, school, and settings within the community.
- Behavior Assistants are responsible implementing the behavior plan and training caregivers on how to implement the plan.
- Positive Behavior Supports Corp. focuses on creating system wide changes to benefit our clients and create success across many environments, involving the many different individuals in the client’s life.
- We believe that this positive change results from an integral approach involving the individual as a whole. We serve those ranging in age from 2 through adults.
- Flexible schedules are available making this an ideal supplementary position for people currently employed as Instructional Assistants, Teachers, Students, and/or Parents with the requisite experience.
- We are looking for those individuals with at least a bachelor’s degree or working towards degree

COMPANY INFO
PBS Corp is an agency committed to the principles of positive behavior support (an approach based on principles of applied behavior analysis) to improve not only behavior, but also quality of life for our clients and their families. We provide individualized services for people with disabilities and behavioral challenges, including those with autism. We contract with doctoral, masters, and bachelor-level behavior analysts and behavior assistants, providing ongoing supervision to ensure adherence to positive behavior support principles and practices. PBS Corp’s services are designed to meet the unique needs of the individuals to help them function effectively in home, school, and community environments.

SCHEDULE
Work times vary depending upon the age and needs of the client. Typically services are provided in the afternoons, evenings, and occasional on weekend hours.
(TYPICALLY BEGINNING AFTER 3PM).

SALARY
Qualified behavior assistants can earn 20-25 per hour, depending on funding source. PBS Corp reimburses weekly and has immediate openings.

HOW TO APPLY
Please fill out an online application and resume on our website: www.teampbs.com. You may also submit your resume to: Applypbs@teampbs.com